
Welcome to the Classic-Motorbikes.net April newsletter, the first of many we plan to send to
you on a monthly basis. If you are a regular visitor to the site, then you will already know the huge
changes we have made in the last few weeks. Scores of new road tests and articles about the
classic scene, and the machines we love the most, have been added with hundreds more waiting in
the wings and ready to publish . As you may expect, all those who create the site are hardened
bike nuts who live, breathe and sleep all things two wheeled, and we have a strong desire to make
this the very best resource for motorcycles ever compiled on the web.

Over the upcoming months expect to see a unique insight into some rare race machines, and also
more of the popular restoration articles, covering Classic-Motorbikes.net members toils and labour
to create those stunning best in show motorcycles. As the site grows we aim to be the most
concise collection of information for all things classic, professional articles, stunning photography,
downloadable manuals and even technical help will all be on hand for the members of Classic-
Motorbikes.net.

It really is a good idea to subscribe to the site as this is just the beginnings of something we feel
will be very special so do spread the word.

Please feel free to get in touch and tell us what you think or what you want to see for the future.

Chris Pearson
The Editor
www.classic-motorbikes.net
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Coming up this month

Specials
One mans very special GT750 Suzook,
the build and the story behind the

unique colour scheme, plus what is it
like to ride?

Find out only at

 www.classic-motorbikes.net

Classic road tests
The Fireblade is 20 this year and we test

one of the first. A fast appreciating
classic and still a superb Superbike, the

Honda CBR900RR, full test and history of
the machine that rocked the world

only at

 www.classic-motorbikes.net

Restorations
Better than new? We take a look at a

stunning YPVS Yam that has been
brought back to

life by a classic-motorbikes.net
member.

Race Machinery
We have unrivalled access to the best race
bikes ever seen. From factory bikes to one

of race specials we have ridden and
photographed most. This month we take a
look at the Suzuki XR69, Mick Grants in

fact, and see how this awesome four stroke
changed the world of road racing forever

All this and more only at
 www.classic-motorbikes.net
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bike galleries, insurance, bikes for sale, forum, manuals, reviews and much much more. Our gallery
database contains thousands of classic bikes from the best of British, European and Japanese to

world wide classic bikes spread over hundreds of dedicated classic bike pages. Check out our classic
bike reviews and road tests, restoration projects, race bikes and specials and classic bikes for sale.

Thousands of classic bike pages for your enjoyment.

See You Online soon
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